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Johnny Bonasera 4 - a continuation of the exciting and funny adventures of a boy named Johnny Bonasera. In previous work, he successfully hijacked a flying saucer from a top government hangar. And finally got to the alien base that kidnapped his mother, as did many other people. There's a lot of weird and humorous situations ahead of him, encounters
with old and new characters, different acts like, conversations, canines and many others, walking through high-tech rooms, rescuing people, dealing with bad ass, as well as anything else that will please all the connoisseurs of old-school projects. Rating: (3 votes, 3.00/5) Игры»Приклчения»Johnny Bonasera 4 Приклччения Description : Johnny Bonasera 4
- long-awaiting the notions of humorous tough guy adventure. The protagonist still got to a foreign base. Now he's going to hit the heart of the wicked. But first, you need to explore the huge complex, familiarize yourself with different characters, answer many questions, find the most important new and find her mother and other abducted people. Drawing
graphics, various campaigns, funny situations, references to all kinds of movies and many more await all fans of the most exciting projects of this type. Features : * 2D HD graphics in the style of tv cartoon. * A history packed adventure game full of fun dialogues and puzzles. * Exceptional characters to talk to, interact with, hit ... * Available in English, Russian,
German, Italian, French and Spanish. Johnny Bonasera 4 is an adventurous game for android download the latest version of Johnny Bonasera 4 APK for android from revdl with direct link This is the fourth episode of *Revenge of Johnny Bonasera*. After the hijacking of the flying saucer from Hangar 19, Johnny gets to a foreign base. At the alien base,
Johnny will try to find a way to save his mother and all the people who were abducted, including capitán Wachimolete, who is now a member of a foreign army because of a probe overseeing his will. • 2D HD graphics in tv drawing style. • A story that is going to be an adventure full of funny dialogues and puzzles. • Outlandish characters to talk, interact,
beat... • Available in English, Russian, German, Italian, French and Spanish. Johnny Bonasera 4 1.07 APK for android was last modified: March 30th, 2020 by RevDl Adventure , Games Developer : Rafael GarcÃa Content : Welcome to the fourth episode of Johnny Bonasera's Revenge. After the hijacking of the flying saucer from Hangar 19, Johnny gets to a
foreign base. At the alien base, Johnny will try to find the world to save his mother and all the people who have been abducted, including Captain Wachimolete, who is now a member of the alien army because of a probe overseeing his will. Features : Supported Android Devices : [4.0.3-4.0.4] Ice cream sandwich - [4.1-4.3.1] Jelly Bean - [4.4-4.4.1 KitKat -
[5.0-5.0.2] Lollipop - [6.0 - 6.0.1] Marshmallow - [7.0 - 7.1.1] Nougat [8.0-8.1] Oreo - [9] Piejohnny-bonasera-4-v1.04-mod.apk Piejohnny-bonasera-4-v1.04-mod.apk
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